In My Garden

Story by: Mary Alice Bond
Illustrations by: Stephanie S. Rice
In my garden, I grow carrots.
In my garden, I grow tomatoes.
In my garden, I grow cucumbers.
In my garden, I grow watermelons.
In my garden, I grow pumpkins.
In my garden, I grow strawberries.
In my garden, I grow!
Story-Sharing Sheet

This book is designed to help your child develop the beginning-reading skills that are an important part of learning to read. Your child may or may not be actually reading the text on each page. Concepts-of-print skills include turning pages from left to right, understanding that the marks on the page are words and sentences that tell you what to say, and tracking text from left to right.

In KinderCorner, teachers focus on two or three concepts-of-print skills per book. You may wish to reinforce these skills as you explore each book together at home.

In this story, the following skills and concepts are taught and practiced:

- The pictures help us to figure out the words.
- Commas can be used to separate thoughts in a sentence.
- The period tells us that the sentence is over.
- Read the sight words “I” and “my.”
This is one of a series of concepts-of-print books developed by the Success for All Foundation to help young children explore theme-related ideas. These engaging books build children’s enjoyment of books, their vocabulary, and their understanding of how printed words and pictures communicate meaning.

The Success for All Foundation programs for young learners provide children with experiences that foster the abilities and attitudes necessary for their success in the primary grades. These programs support the development of children’s language, literacy, math, science, interpersonal, and self-help skills.